C.T. task force on Gun Violence
Dear Committee members
I know you have heard it before but the 2A was created to help the Citizenry fight off or
counter any Tyrannical force that may someday emerge in this Country . Nothing is
mentioned about 'hunting' . This cannot be done with single shot 22's or 7 rd
magazines. Unfortunately many of the people formulating Gun Laws in C.T. are totally
ignorant of firearms . And don't see them as a Constitutional Right but a Menace and a
plague on humanity. That is extremely sad , the U.S.A. was born from a barrel of a gun
. King George tried to disarm and confiscate the colonists firearms and look what
happened. don't misdirect your efforts on the inanimate object , the 'Gun". It is the
Human being and his behavior alone that is responsible for any misuse of a firearm. We
have no 'Assault Weapons' for sale to the General public in C.T. or the Country. They
are 'Sporting ' rifles' that are commonly used at the range or competition shooting , and
they have standard magazines of 10 , 20 , 30 rounds on average. One pull of the
trigger , one bullet goes out , just like a revolver for that matter. I'm in Texas now
visiting my Son . Texas is a breath of fresh air for me ,unlike C.T. , Texas is now
working on ways to protect it 'Law abiding citizens ' from a over zealous Federal Gov't ,
which is intent on eliminating our Second Amendment rights.
They are also about to enact 'open ' carry Legislation here soon. Texas is also poised to
pass FFA , (firearms freedom act) as have several other States. None of those States
reside in the Northeast ,, thats really unfortunate.. Adam Lanza broke a myriad of both
gun laws and regular laws like 'murder' , laws already on the books. It is almost
impossible to stop a determined 'Crazy' person with malintent , from succeding, thats
simply a fact. But I am sickened by the fact that every time some Crazy does a mass
shooting , the target becomes the 'Law Abiding Gun Owner ' Why ???
No more 'Gun Control' for C.T. - not warranted !!
Sincerely
Marc S Ruby
176 Broadway
Hamden C.T. 06518

